
 

2016 Cookie Sale Changes – Tell me More! 

Are there any changes with the cookie line-up for 2016? 

No, we will continue to offer all nine varieties – Thin Mints, Caramel deLites, Shortbreads, Peanut Butter Patties, Peanut 

Butter Sandwiches, Lemonades, Cranberry Crisps, Thanks-a-lots and Trios (gluten-free). In fact the Trios are no longer a 

pilot and will be included in Snap+ and count toward girl rewards.  

What is the new price for Girl Scout Cookies in the 2016 sale? 

All cookies will sell for $4.00 a package – to include our Trios (gluten-free cookie). And, all cookies will be tracked in 

Snap+. Troops will earn the same level of proceeds on each type of cookie and all cookie sales will count toward girl 

rewards.  

When was the last time we had a price increase? 

The last time we increased the price of cookies was for the 2005 Cookie Sale, when we went from $3.00 to $3.50 per 

package. That’s 10 years at the same price! 

Why are we changing the price?  

Bakery and recognition costs have gone up every year necessitating this change. In addition, we wanted to give more 

proceeds to troops. All other councils in North Carolina have been at $4.00 for several years.   

Will troops receive more proceeds from the sale? 

Yes! We are developing a totally new tiered proceeds plan that will allow troops to earn more as their package per girl 

selling average increases. We will not have a bonus (nor any bonus criteria) which will make the sale less complicated.  

I heard there were changes to the girl’s recognition plan. Can you tell me what changed? 

Every year we have new recognition items, voted on by girls from our council, as well as key rewards for our top sellers. 

This year we will offer some special items for girls selling 1000 boxes or more – think Kindle Fire, Fitbit, Go Pro camera, 

Beats headphones and iPad Mini! 

Are there changes with Snap (the cookie management tool)?  

Yes, Snap will become Snap+ and is being streamlined to be more user-friendly and give you the information you need to 

run the sale at your fingertips! You will now have a dashboard with information on each of your girls’ sales and a quick 

status and visual for your troop goals! How cool is that?  

What about online cookie sales? Any changes?  

ABC Bakers is making some minor usability tweaks to CoCo Mobile and CoCo Direct. In addition, shipping charges for 

customers will decrease slightly.  


